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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

  When the need for a new structure arises, an individual or agency has to arrange 

the funds required for its construction. The individual or agency henceforth referred to 

as the owner then approaches an architect. The architect plans the layout so as to 

satisfy the functional requirements and also ensures that the structure is aesthetically 

pleasing and economically feasible. In this process, the architect often decides the 

material and type of construction as well. The plan is then given to a structural engineer 

who is expected to do locate the structural elements so as to cause least interference to 

the function and aesthetics of the structure. He then makes the strength calculations to 

ensure safety and serviceability of the structure. This process is known as structural 

design. Finally, the structural elements are fabricated and erected by the contractor. If 

all the people work as a team then a safe, useful, aesthetic and economical structure is 

conceived. However in practice, many structures fulfill the requirements only partially 

because of inadequate coordination between the people involved and their lack of 

knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of their own and that of others. Since a 

structural engineer is central to this team, it is necessary for him to have adequate 

knowledge of the architects and contractors work. It is his responsibility to advise both 

the architect and the contractor about the possibilities of achieving good structures with 

economy. Ever since steel began to be used in the construction of structures, it has 

made possible some of the grandest structures both in the past and also in the present 

day (Fig. 1.1). In the following paragraph, some of the aspects of steel structures, which 

every structural engineer should know, are briefly discussed.  

 

Forth bridge in UK Eiffel tower in France Empire State Building in US 

Golden gate bridge in US Howrah bridge in India Petronas tower in Malaysia 

 

Fig 1.1. Some notable structures built with steel 
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Steel is by far the most useful material for building structures with strength of 

approximately ten times that of concrete, steel is the ideal material for modern 

construction. Due to its large strength to weight ratio, steel structures tend to be more 

economical than concrete structures for tall buildings and large span buildings and 

bridges. Steel structures can be constructed very fast and this enables the structure to 

be used early thereby leading to overall economy. Steel structures are ductile and 

robust and can withstand severe loadings such as earthquakes. Steel structures can be 

easily repaired and retrofitted to carry higher loads. Steel is also a very eco-friendly 

material and steel structures can be easily dismantled and sold as scrap. Thus the life-

cycle cost of steel structures, which includes the cost of construction, maintenance, 

repair and dismantling, can be less than that for concrete structures. Since steel is 

produced in the factory under better quality control, steel structures have higher 

reliability and safety.  

 

To get the most benefit out of steel, steel structures should be designed and 

protected to resist corrosion and fire. They should be designed and detailed for easy 

fabrication and erection. Good quality control is essential to ensure proper fitting of the 

various structural elements. The effects of temperature should be considered in design. 

To prevent development of cracks under fatigue and earthquake loads the connections 

and in particular the welds should be designed and detailed properly. Special steels and 

protective measures for corrosion and fire are available and the designer should be 

familiar with the options available. 


